Given a color image that was quantized in some hidden color space (termed compression color space) during previous JPEG compression, we aim to estimate this unknown compression color space from the image. This knowledge is potentially useful for color image enhancement and JPEG re-compression.
MOTIVATION
Color images can be expressed in many equivalent representations or color spaces [2] . E,ach color space requires three independent values to describe a color, eg., the RGB color space expresses each color in terms of its red, green and blue components. Most color spaces are related to each other by linear transformations that is captured by a 3 x 3 matrix.
JPEG is a commonly used standard to compress still color images [ 11 (see Figure I ). However, the choice of the color space in which quantization is performed during JPEG compression (henceforth termed as the compression color space) is not standardized; this choice can vary in different JPEG implementations. The knowledge of the cornpression color space used during previous JPEG compression is often lost in its current uncompressed representation. For example, a display or a printing driver is just handed the bitmap of the uncompressed image with no information about the compression color space. To enhance or re-compress such color images, knowledge of the compression color space would be useful [3] .
In this paper, we :address the following problem: given a color image that is currently represented in some arbitrary color space ABC, but was quantized in some unknown color space PQR during previous JPEG compression, estimate the linear transformation relating the PQR color space to the ABC color space.
PROBLEM GEOMETRY
The coefficients of an image subjected previously to JPEG compression conform to a regular geometric structure, which can be exploited to estimate the compression color space. The inherent geometry can be understood by analyzing the operations that a previously JPEG-compressed image is subjected to.
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Webster, NY 14580 2.1. JPEG compression, decompression, and transformation Consider a color image that is currently represented in the ABC color space (see Figure 1 ). Assume that P Q R is the compression color space used by JPEG (see Figure 1 ). The compression color space P Q R is assumed to be unknown. Such a color image undergoes the following operations to reach its current representation in the ABC color space. JPEG compression: JPEG performs the following operations on each color plane P , Q , and R independently:
1. Take the DCT of each 8 x 8 block in the chosen plane.
2. Let i denote one of the 64 resulting DCT coefficients, and q; denote the corresponding quantization step size. Quantize the ith DCT coefficient of each 8 x 8 block from
Step 1 to the closest integer multiple of qi. Let cI denote the ith DCT coefficient of one such block. Then, c; is quantized to N;q;, where
The compressed image is stored by retaining the quantized DCT coefficients of each color plane. Sometimes subsampling is also employed after Step 2 to achieve further compression [I] . However, in this paper, we have assumed that sub-sampling is not performed. JPEG decompression:
coefficients.
so that they lie in the 0-255 range. Color transformation: To be represented in the current ABC representation, the image would undergo a transformation (assumed to be linear) from P Q R to ABC space.
2.2.
Ideal geometry of previously JPEG-compressed image Consider an arbitrary 8 x 8 color image block that the DCT acts on during JPEG compression in the P Q R space. Let c r , c?, and cp denote the respective ith frequency DCT coefficients of the P, Q, and R planes in the chosen 8 x 8 color image block. JPEG quantizes the DCT coefficients of the each plane independently to N p q p , N p q p , and N y q f , where the notations follow from Step 2 in JPEG compression described in Section 2.1. All the ith DCT frequency coefficients from the different 8 x 8 blocks in the image are subjected to the same quantization step size (qf , qy , and q: for the P , Q , and R planes respectively). Consider the 3-dimensional Due to independent quantization of each plane, all such 3-d vectors of ith frequency DCT coefficients lie on a rectangular box grid with edge-lengths equal to the quantization step sizes (see Figure 2 ).
If this compressed image is now represented in some other color space ABC using some linear transformation from P Q R (see Figure 2 ), then the corresponding 3-d vectors of DCT coefficients in the ABC space do not lie on a rectangular box grid, but on aparallelepiped' grid, assuming that no round-off is performed during JPEG decompression in the PQR space. The edges of the parallelepiped are determined by the column vectors of the 3 x 3 color transform from PQR to .4BC, which we henceforth denote by T . Typically, the only color space in which the 3-d vectors of DCT coefficients lie on a rectangular box grid for each DCT frequency is the PQR color space. Thus, the geometry of the DCT coefficients can be exploited to determine the compression color space PQR from the image represented in the ABC color space. where P ( E ) denote the probability density function (PDF) of l?, and [-S, SI3 denotes the cube centered at the origin with edgelength 2 s that supports of the truncated Gaussian. S changes with the different DCT frequencies; the maximum value for S is 4 [3] .
Round-off errors perturb coefficient geometry
After transformation from the PQR space to ABC space, the 3-d perturbation error vector EA>C in the ilBC space is given by EABC = TE. Hence, P(-!?:asc) c ( e x~( -6 1 I T -~l ?~~~c l l ' ) ) ,
where TI-S, SI3 denotes the cube [-S, SI3 transformed by the color transform T . The exact PDF is dependent on the unknown transformation T , which is inconvenient. We approximate the PDF for the perturbation error vector EA>C in the ABC space as a truncated Gaussian with increased support as Though this approximation is coarse, we will see that we still obtain satisfactory estimation results.
LATTICE REDUCTION ALCORlTHM
Lattices are regular arrangements of points in space, whose study arises in both number theory and crystallography. Consider 
RESULTS
To verify our proposed algorithm, we used a test color image that was quantized in the ITU. BT-601 YCbCr space during P E G compression with quality factor 70. The Cb and Cr planes were not sub-sampled by JPEG. The uncompressed image was then transformed to the RGB spac:e. Our algorithm operated on the this image to estimate the color transform from ITCLBT-601 YCbCr to RGB.
The actual transform T from ITU.BT-601 YCbCr to RGB with columns normalized to unity is The lattices estimated by our proposed algorithm for the DCT frequencies [2, 2] 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we estimate the unknown compression color space used during previous JPEG compression. This estimation is potentially important to enhance and re-compress such previously JPEGcompressed color images. Our problem analysis shows that the image DCT coefficients of a previously PEG-compressed image conform to an approximate lattice that can be exploited to determine the unknown compression color space. To estimate this geometry, we propose an estimation algorithm that fuses statistical noise reduction with the novel and powerful lattice reduction algorithm from number theory. The algorithm accurately estimates the desired compression color space during simulations. We are currently working on incorporating the effects of subsampling into the estimation framework.
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DCT --f 1 -t Fig. 1 . JPEG compression, decompression, and color transformation: Assume that a JPEG implementation chooses some arbitrary color space PQR to perform compression. Then, JPEG operates independently on the three color planes P , Q, and R. During compression, JPEG first takes the discrete cosine transform (DCT) of 8x 8 blocks in each plane, and second, quantizes each DCT coefficient to an integer multiple of some chosen quantization step size. The decompression algorithm first takes the inverse DCT, and second, rounds-off the pixel values to the nearest integer so that they lie between the conventional 0-255 range. Any decompressed image is often linearly transformed and represented in some arbitrary color space, say ABC. Often, the knowledge of the compression color space PQR is lost. In this paper, we seek to estimate the color transform from the compression color space PQR to the current color space ABC. 
